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Research Objective: To create a visual screening tool for the initial design of complex distillation columns for ideal ternary mixtures prior to rigorous
simulation. Key parameters determined from this shortcut method are the number of equilibrium stages and minimum reflux for feasible designs.
Complex columns explored were ones with side draws, side strippers, and side rectifiers.
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Creating Column Profiles

Complex columns have potential for energy savings,
however initial design without good estimates of key
parameters is very difficult.
Column composition profiles can be generated by
stepping off stages with section mass balances and
vapor liquid equilibrium. (Boundary Value Design)
Feasible column designs have intersecting
composition profiles
Assumption: Ideal vapor liquid equilibrium (constant
relative volatility)
Assumption: Constant molar overflow
Simple column specifications
•
Reflux Ratio
•
Feed and feed quality
•
Product splits
Complex column specifications
•
All simple column specifications
•
Side draw rate and composition
•
Side column reflux or boil-up (if applicable)

•

xiS’

•
•

I: 𝑉𝑦𝑖,𝑗+1 = 𝐿𝑥𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐷𝑥𝑖𝐷
II: 𝑉𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑦𝑖,𝑗+1 = 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐷𝑥𝑖𝐷 + 𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑆
xiB

•
•
•

III: 𝐿′𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 = 𝑉′𝑦𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑆
IV: 𝐿𝑥𝑖,𝑗−1 = 𝑉 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐵𝑥𝑖𝐵

•

Vapor Liquid Equilibrium (VLE)

Simple Column vs. Complex Column

•
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Side Stripper Composition Profile

Component i Mass Balances (MB)
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xiD

Column is feasible because profiles
intersect
Main column has 10 equilibrium stages
Feed enters on stage 5
Side stripper has 7 stages
Liquid side draw to stripper from stage 2

Conclusion
• Software developed for side draws, side
strippers and side rectifiers
• Determines column feasibility based on
intersection of column profiles
• Minimum reflux determined when nodes
intersect other profiles
• Number of stages as well as feed tray and
draw off tray locations can be visually
determined, Method can be extended to
non-ideal VLE with additional coding
• Method can be extended to other types of
complex columns

